Abstract: Polarization is a very useful parameter of a light beam in many optical measurements. Improvement of holographic systems requires optical elements which need a diffused and depolarized light beam. This paper describes a simple monochromatic depolarizer based on a pure vertically aligned liquid crystal without pretilt. In this work we present an extended description of depolarizer by analyzing its electro-optic properties measured in spatial and time domains with the use of crossed polarizers and polarimetric configurations. Crossed polarizers set-up provides information on spatial and temporal changes of microscopic textures while polarimetric measurement allows to measure voltage and time dependence of degree of polarization. Three different thicknesses, i.e., 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm have been manufactured in order to analyze another degree of freedom for this type of depolarizer device based on a liquid crystals' material. Consideration of the light scattering capability of the cell is reported.
Introduction
Depolarized light is very useful in optical measurements continuously finding application as for example spatial diffused phase element in holography [1] . Commercially used light sources are polarized or at least partially polarized. However, in many spectroscopic devices it is desirable to work with unpolarized light. Therefore, special devices should be developed to depolarize it. In general, light can be depolarized by reflection from diffused media or transmission through specially designed birefringent or scattering optical elements. Light backscattered from materials with a high roughness is a good depolarizer [2] [3] [4] and carries valuable information on optical properties of illuminated surfaces [5, 6] . However, it is difficult to use such light as a source due to random direction of reflected light. This makes necessity to use the lenses' system in a detection unit because of a photodetector's limited active area.
The most popular and currently used depolarizers are designed in two ways as spatially distributed linear retarders or a composition of at least two birefringent plates having optical thickness greater than coherence length of the broad band light source. Spatial birefringence distribution has brought common forms known as Cornu or wedge types of depolarizers [7] , and spectral birefringence distribution as Lyot depolarizer [8] . They are used in both, bulk optic systems [1] and optical fiber systems, as well [9] . Narrow band and laser line sources are difficult to be depolarized and both mentioned above types of optical elements are insufficient to depolarize such light sources. Therefore, an effective depolarization of such light is performed by illumination of a transparent diffused material or an optical element having spatially distributed birefringence. In the first case the transmitted light is depolarized but optical losses increase sufficiently due to the scattering effect. In the latter every particular point of an output light beam is polarized but the mean Stokes vector integrated in the cross-section of the beam shows it as depolarized light. For this reason the process is named pseudo-depolarization.
Passive depolarizers and active depolarizers based on liquid crystals (LCs) were early identified as effective devices for light depolarization. Devices available commercially and described in the literature give possibility to depolarize both narrow and broad band light sources. It is made by using scattering properties or a spatially distributed birefringence of the used LC based materials. Scattering properties of silica nanoparticles in LCs matrix [10] and cholesteric LCs in a wedge configuration [11] were presented as effective depolarizers. Spatial distribution of birefringence in LCs' polymers and different processes of LCs' polymer alignment layers were shown, as well. A commercially available depolarizer of linearly polarized light consists of stripped patterns of microretarder arrays with variable orientations of fast axes. This array is manufactured with an LC polymer [12] . Other types of spatial distributed birefringence are based on modifications of alignment layers of standard LCs' cells by using mechanical microrubbing [13] , photoalignment [14] , and homeotropic alignment by using surfactants [15] for selected nematic LCs.
The last configuration of the LCs was identified as an optical element with the best developing potential in designing an LC based depolarizer. Regarding the control of Vertically Aligned Nematic (VAN) cells by means of a substrate surface treatment, there are different methods for achieving better control of such device [15] . Any one of these methods has its advantages and disadvantages and what is useful for some applications may not be useful for another one. If the surface alignment layer is modified to have a given pretilt angle [16] , then the LC directors will always have a predetermined reorientation upon switching by external electric field in order to find application in spatial light modulators. However, in the case of Pure VAN (PVAN) cell with zero pretilt, the local orientation of LC director will be undefined upon switching. In this case, the cell usually generates disordered birefringent medium related to undefined switching direction of molecules which produce random polarization of the transmitted light by LCs' cell without scattering. Therefore, depolarization effect may be performed and the cell cannot be used for the phase control. However, it can be used as a depolarizer which is effective for either monochromatic light or light with any spectral range.
Most of depolarizers based on LCs described above are passive optical elements. Only devices with pure homeotropic LC director configuration allow to use LC electro-optic properties in order to tune degree of polarization (DOP) level by electric field [17] . In this paper we present an extended analysis of depolarization properties of PVAN cells. The key issue to use the above concept is to have a proper spatial distribution of birefringence upon switching. To reach this goal, a biopolymer alignment layer like deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) derivatives crosslinked with surfactant complex such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTMA) needs to be used [15] . When the LC material is introduced close to the surface, LC molecules align parallel to hydrophobic tails of the surfactant surrounding the DNA, thereby aligning homeotropically with the surface.
In the first stage of the study depolarization effectiveness of the PVAN cells, DOP measurements were used. This parameter strongly depends on spatial distribution of birefringence [1, 17] and spectral characteristics of light sources used in the experiments [18] , as well. For this type of optical element the measured DOP depends on size of the incident beam and its input state of polarization (SOP). Therefore, a narrow band red line of the stabilized He-Ne laser has been used as a light source. All manufactured PVAN cells were characterized in frame of their electro-optic properties and were analyzed in spatial domain, as well as time domain by using crossed polarizers and polarimetric set-up. Additional measurement of Mueller matrices allows to characterize dichroic and birefringence properties of the manufactured PVAN cell. Real time control of micrographic images of PAVN cell gives information about long term stability of depolarization effect of the proposed device. This type of optical element was applied to validate depolarization sensitive interferometric system [19] .
Technology of the PVAN Cell

Preparation of Biopolymer Alignment Layer
DNA-based biopolymer was used in this research with set of experiments in order to stabilize its aligning properties. The pure DNA, as a linear and unbranched biopolymer, is soluble only in aqueous solutions which is not compatible with typically devices fabrication processes. Definitely, it is convenient to deposit thin alignment layers of DNA complexed with a suitable cationic surfactant. Such modification makes surfactant complexes of DNA soluble only in organic solvents. Additionally, this alignment surface appears to be a stable at high processing temperatures with no visible degradation of the film. The required modification of DNA with some cationic surfactant complex (see Figure 1) , such as hexadecyltrimethylammonium chloride (CTMA) or dimethyldioctadecylammonium chloride (DODMAC) was done based mainly on the procedure mentioned in references [20, 21] . In the aqueous solution DNA with a cationic surfactant combine through ion exchange mechanism in which the sodium ions Na + present in DNA salt back bone are replaced by surfactant groups [15] as is presented in Figure 1 .
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The DNA conversion was performed according to the procedure in which the aqueous solution of the DNA polymer was added to an equal amount of the DODMAC aqueous solution and the precipitate was collected by filtration under vacuum and purified by rinsing with de-ionized water. DNA-DODMAC was dissolved in butanol and the solution was mixed in a glass bottle at 60 °C. Once completely dissolved, the solution was filtered through a 0.4 µm pore size syringe filter.
Manufacturing Process of the Cells
Test cells for DOP measurements were prepared using glass plates coated with conductive layer of Indium Thin Oxide (ITO) having resistivity of 20 Ohms/square. Monopixel of a 1 cm 2 area was patterned in the ITO by photolithography process. DNA-DODMAC complex was dissolved in butanol at a concentration of 3 wt. %. The solution was spin coated onto the substrates. Then, the film was baked at 80 °C for 1 hour to remove residual solvent. The two substrates were assembled using epoxy glue and uniformly separated by 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm thick glass spacers. All cells were filled with the experimental LCs' mixture having negative dielectric anisotropy described below. CTMA was chosen because it is a standard surfactant with a single aliphatic tail for technological applications of DNA complexes. The choice of DODMAC surfactant was motivated by its two long aliphatic tails supposed to more tightly fill the space around the DNA helix as compared to CTMA. Long alkyl chains of the cationic surfactant molecules are oriented perpendicular to the film plane and chiral DNA helices are oriented in the direction parallel to the film plane (perpendicular to the long alkyl chain) because of electrostatic attraction and thermodynamic stability [22] .
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Liquid Crystal Formulation
A high number of excellent nematic mixtures having positive dielectric anisotropy and high chemical stability have been formulated. However, very few mixtures with negative dielectric anisotropy have been developed. Commercially available stable nematic materials for VAN displays are mainly 1,2-difluorobenzene derivatives having ∆n around 0.09. Efficient depolarizer based on the PVAN configuration requires sufficient retardance in the generated domains upon switching. In this case, LCs material with a relatively high birefringence will be needed, in order to achieve sufficient retardance at least π + 2 mπ for linear polarization and π/2 + mπ for circular polarization, for m = 0, 1, . . . [15] . As the potential exploitation of this device is related to LC properties, methods of their syntheses and performance improvements related to cell manufacturing are important. The LC mixture used in this work is an experimental mixture under code name of 2050 prepared by Military University of Technology of Warsaw, Poland. This mixture has been prepared through a three-component eutectic mixture (see Table 1 ). To increase birefringence, we selected laterally difluoro-substituted terphenyls Compound (I) [23, 24] . They have fully aromatic structure with a negative dielectric anisotropy and exhibit excellent chemical and photochemical stability. Compounds (II) and (III) are very convenient components to decrease the melting point of three ring eutectic mixtures. 
A high number of excellent nematic mixtures having positive dielectric anisotropy and high chemical stability have been formulated. However, very few mixtures with negative dielectric anisotropy have been developed. Commercially available stable nematic materials for VAN displays are mainly 1,2-difluorobenzene derivatives having Δn around 0.09. Efficient depolarizer based on the PVAN configuration requires sufficient retardance in the generated domains upon switching. In this case, LCs material with a relatively high birefringence will be needed, in order to achieve sufficient retardance at least π + 2 mπ for linear polarization and π/2 + mπ for circular polarization, for m = 0, 1,… [15] . As the potential exploitation of this device is related to LC properties, methods of their syntheses and performance improvements related to cell manufacturing are important. The LC mixture used in this work is an experimental mixture under code name of 2050 prepared by Military University of Technology of Warsaw, Poland. This mixture has been prepared through a threecomponent eutectic mixture (see Table1) . To increase birefringence, we selected laterally difluorosubstituted terphenyls Compound (I) [23, 24] . They have fully aromatic structure with a negative dielectric anisotropy and exhibit excellent chemical and photochemical stability. Compounds (II) and (III) are very convenient components to decrease the melting point of three ring eutectic mixtures. The resulting mixture 2050 has negative dielectric anisotropy and exhibits the following optical parameters measured at λ = 589 nm: ordinary index no = 1.5006, extraordinary index ne = 1.6273 and birefringence Δn = 0.1273. The phase sequence as a function of the temperature of the nematic mixture is Cr 0 < N <51.4 °C Iso. Temperature of phase transition between isotropic and nematic phase (clearing temperature) is around 51.4 °C.
Dielectric spectroscopy was performed to confirm the negative electric anisotropy of the proposed mixture. The procedure of this measurement is described in reference [25] . The electric anisotropy measured at room temperature (25 °C) and at the frequency of 1 kHz is about Δε = −0.8.This LC mixture shows a very low dielectric anisotropy since constituent compounds of the mixture do not contain strong polar groups like -CN or -NCS.
Electro-Optic Measurements
Polarimetric and crossed polarizers set-ups were used to study depolarization properties of manufactured PVAN cells. Both were integrated to use the same light source what was schematically presented in Figure 2 . This set-up consists of spatial filter module (SF-Thorlabs), SOP generator (PSG-Thorlabs), beam splitter (BS-Thorlabs), mirror M, a pair of SOP analyzers PSA1 and PSA2 (PAX5710VIS, Thorlabs) , CCD camera (DMK 72AUC02, The Imaging Source) and function generator (FG-Agilent), and personal computer (PC) as a control unit. 
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Electro-Optic Measurements
Polarimetric and crossed polarizers set-ups were used to study depolarization properties of manufactured PVAN cells. Both were integrated to use the same light source what was schematically presented in Figure 2 . This set-up consists of spatial filter module (SF-Thorlabs), SOP generator (PSG-Thorlabs), beam splitter (BS-Thorlabs), mirror M, a pair of SOP analyzers PSA1 and PSA2 (PAX5710VIS, Thorlabs) , CCD camera (DMK 72AUC02, The Imaging Source) and function generator (FG-Agilent), and personal computer (PC) as a control unit. The resulting mixture 2050 has negative dielectric anisotropy and exhibits the following optical parameters measured at λ = 589 nm: ordinary index n o = 1.5006, extraordinary index n e = 1.6273 and birefringence ∆n = 0.1273. The phase sequence as a function of the temperature of the nematic mixture is Cr 0 < N <51.4 • C Iso. Temperature of phase transition between isotropic and nematic phase (clearing temperature) is around 51.4 • C.
Dielectric spectroscopy was performed to confirm the negative electric anisotropy of the proposed mixture. The procedure of this measurement is described in reference [25] . The electric anisotropy measured at room temperature (25 • C) and at the frequency of 1 kHz is about ∆ε = −0.8. This LC mixture shows a very low dielectric anisotropy since constituent compounds of the mixture do not contain strong polar groups like -CN or -NCS.
Polarimetric and crossed polarizers set-ups were used to study depolarization properties of manufactured PVAN cells. Both were integrated to use the same light source what was schematically presented in Figure 2 . This set-up consists of spatial filter module (SF-Thorlabs), SOP generator (PSG-Thorlabs), beam splitter (BS-Thorlabs), mirror M, a pair of SOP analyzers PSA1 and PSA2 (PAX5710VIS, Thorlabs) , CCD camera (DMK 72AUC02, The Imaging Source) and function generator (FG-Agilent), and personal computer (PC) as a control unit. Laser light (He-Ne λ = 633 nm) illuminates the spatial filter module (SF) first. A Gaussian linearly polarized mode of He-Ne laser is transformed by SF to obtain light beam with homogeneous intensity and by using lenses and diaphragm the beam size is adjusted up to around 5mm of its outer diameter. Such beam passes through a SOP generator (PSG) which was assembled with a linear polarizer and a quarter waveplate. By using PSG, the manual adjustment of demanded input SOPs is possible. Light beam with selected SOP is next transmitted through the PVAN cell and polarization changes are measured by a SOP analyzer PSA1. Micrographs of the tested sample texture are taken by CCD camera after sequence reflections of a light beam from BS and M, and its passing through the second SOP analyzer PSA2. In the polarimetric part of the set-up as PSA1 the commercial PAX5710VIS polarimetric head (ThorLabs) was applied. PSG and PSA2 form the crossed polarizers' part of the setup because PSA2 is a simple linear analyzer. Function generator (FG) drives the tested LC cell to obtain its electro-optic characteristics. PC was used to operate FG, CCD and PSA1.
Voltage changes of the FG signal allow to induce an electric field inside the LC cell to reach birefringence spatial modulation [17] . Then, measured by PSA1 Stokes vector is a spatial integration of all SOPs present in the cross-section of the transmitted beam. Since this beam carries mixed SOPs the measured Stokes vector shows this light beam as a depolarized one.
For proper validation of depolarization properties of a PVAN cell in all further experiments as a driven signal was used square waveform with a 1 kHz frequency and its voltage was changed within the range of 0-10 V with an increment of 50 mV. Additionally, thickness of the PNAN cell was taken into account and there were tested samples with thicknesses of 5 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm. In each measurement, the tested sample was illuminated first by linear horizontal (H) SOP and full polarization characterization of this device another specific input SOPs were generated, i.e. another three linearly polarized with azimuth: vertical (V), at 45° and at −45°, and two circularly polarized with right (R) and left (L) handedness.
(a) (b) Laser light (He-Ne λ = 633 nm) illuminates the spatial filter module (SF) first. A Gaussian linearly polarized mode of He-Ne laser is transformed by SF to obtain light beam with homogeneous intensity and by using lenses and diaphragm the beam size is adjusted up to around 5mm of its outer diameter. Such beam passes through a SOP generator (PSG) which was assembled with a linear polarizer and a quarter waveplate. By using PSG, the manual adjustment of demanded input SOPs is possible. Light beam with selected SOP is next transmitted through the PVAN cell and polarization changes are measured by a SOP analyzer PSA1. Micrographs of the tested sample texture are taken by CCD camera after sequence reflections of a light beam from BS and M, and its passing through the second SOP analyzer PSA2. In the polarimetric part of the set-up as PSA1 the commercial PAX5710VIS polarimetric head (ThorLabs) was applied. PSG and PSA2 form the crossed polarizers' part of the set-up because PSA2 is a simple linear analyzer. Function generator (FG) drives the tested LC cell to obtain its electro-optic characteristics. PC was used to operate FG, CCD and PSA1.
For proper validation of depolarization properties of a PVAN cell in all further experiments as a driven signal was used square waveform with a 1 kHz frequency and its voltage was changed within the range of 0-10 V with an increment of 50 mV. Additionally, thickness of the PNAN cell was taken into account and there were tested samples with thicknesses of 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm.
In each measurement, the tested sample was illuminated first by linear horizontal (H) SOP and full polarization characterization of this device another specific input SOPs were generated, i.e., another three linearly polarized with azimuth: vertical (V), at 45 • and at −45 • , and two circularly polarized with right (R) and left (L) handedness.
The above measurements allow to obtain Mueller matrices for full characterization of tested samples. However, as the first validation of PVAN cells' principles of work, DOP changes for two representative input SOPs, i.e., H and R were presented in Figure 3 , respectively.
The above presented DOP properties as a function of the applied voltage for LC response prove that PVAN cells are the effective depolarizers at certain values of voltages. This effectiveness has periodic character and with increasing thickness of the cell, the number of extremes increases proportionally. Number of minima doubles for circular R SOP (Figure 3b) comparing to H SOP (Figure 3a) . However, DOP for linear SOP reaches lower values of minima than the circular one. This effect is related to induced by applied voltage linear birefringence of the used PVAN and is similar to results presented in [17] . As it was mentioned above, the DNA-surfactant film is expected as a promising homeotropic alignment film with rubbing-free. As result of the anchoring strength of homeotropic alignment is weak, therefore Freedericksz transition is soften to around 2 V [26] . Figure 3a ,b shows that dynamics of DOP changes above this voltage increases sufficiently with LC thickness. For the sample with a thickness of 5 µm (Figure 3 green dotted line) the effectiveness of depolarization is the lowest and it has only one minimum for linear polarization and DOP is around 18% at 2.65 V (Figure 3a ). For samples with thicknesses of 10 µm and 15 µm first minima appear just Crystals 2019, 9, 387 6 of 12 above the threshold voltages for both input polarizations. And for a 10 µm sample (blue dashed lines) DOP reaches its global minima for both input SOP, i.e., 4.4% at 2.1 V for horizontal and 8% at 1.95 V for right circular. In contrast for the sample with a thickness of 15 µm these minima are of 7% at 2.65 V and 11% at 3 V. These values suggest that the PVAN cell with a 10 µm thickness is the most effective among analyzed samples. Moreover, these measurement data show that PVAN cell with a 5 µm thickness is too thin to be used as an effective depolarizer and in further analysis this sample was excluded.
obtain its electro-optic characteristics. PC was used to operate FG, CCD and PSA1.
(a) (b) However, an extended analysis of depolarization properties requires measurement of Mueller matrices of a PVAN cell. Mueller matrix of an LCC sample allows to characterize losses, dichroism, birefringence, and depolarization [4, 27] . In this paper, the first of these parameters was excluded from consideration because above Fréedericksz transition, all manufactured samples exhibit small total losses around 0.5 dB. Due to the fact that random orientation of molecules in such type of LCC induces a random fluctuation of the refractive index, the light scattering capability of the cell has to be investigated [28] . This effect was described as a small angle light scattering in [29] , and its influence on depolarization properties of the PVAN cell is discussed at the end of this paper. To obtain information about next three parameters, the polar decomposition method was used [4, 27, 30] . The normalized experimentally Mueller matrix M in this model is a concatenation of three matrices M D , M R and M ∆ which carries information about dichroism, birefringence and depolarization, respectively. This takes the following mathematical form of:
Depolarization properties of optical element beads on Mueller matrix can be calculated based on Matrix M ∆ or directly from the experimental matrix M as average DOP (AvDOP) [4, 27] and anisotropic depolarization degree (Add) [4] . In the paper, direct model and mentioned parameters are calculated by the following equations:
where: α and ε are azimuth and ellipticity of input SOP represented by Stokes vector S.
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AvDOP is an integral of DOP calculated from output Stokes vector S which depends on general SOP of the input Stokes vector S and Mueller matrix M of the tested optical element. Non-depolarizing optical element has AvDOP = 1 and it is 0 for totally depolarizing element. Partial depolarizing devices have intermediate values. In Figure 4a these parameters for the tested PVAN cell with a thickness of 10 µm and 15 µm were presented. Add parameter is a cumulative information about anisotropy of the average DOP calculated as a relative difference of maximal and minimal values of AvDOP. Due to the fact that DOP characteristics presented in Figure 3 have different locations of minima and maxima for linear and circular input SOPs on a voltage scale, it is expected that tested samples can be considered as at least partially anisotropic element. Therefore, it is reasonable to calculate Add parameter. In this case Add = 0 means that the depolarizer is isotropic and Add = 1 means that it is totally anisotropic. In Figure 4b Add parameters of the tested samples are presented.
Analyses of plots presented in Figure 4a show that both tested elements have relatively high values of AvDOP parameter because the minima are of around 0.35 and it is far from the measured DOP presented in Figure 3 . However, information about AvDOP gives general information on how strong attention needs to be taken to apply proper voltage to a known input SOP or how to tune voltage to minimize DOP if input SOP is unknown. Unfortunately, anisotropic properties of depolarization of tested samples presented in Figure 4b in this form do not allow to apprehend if high or low value of Add is preferable or not for this device. Therefore, following the method presented in [31] , the 2D map of AvDOP as a function of input SOP parameters α and ε is shown in Figure 5 . Voltage values selected for these plots were taken as minima of linear and circular input SOPs, respectively. Figure 4a these parameters for the tested PVAN cell with a thickness of 10 μm and 15μm were presented. Add parameter is a cumulative information about anisotropy of the average DOP calculated as a relative difference of maximal and minimal values of AvDOP. Due to the fact that DOP characteristics presented in Figure 3 have different locations of minima and maxima for linear and circular input SOPs on a voltage scale, it is expected that tested samples can be considered as at least partially anisotropic element. Therefore, it is reasonable to calculate Add parameter. In this case Add = 0 means that the depolarizer is isotropic and Add = 1 means that it is totally anisotropic. In Figure 4b Add parameters of the tested samples are presented. Analyses of plots presented in Figure 4a show that both tested elements have relatively high values of AvDOP parameter because the minima are of around 0.35 and it is far from the measured DOP presented in Figure 3 . However, information about AvDOP gives general information on how strong attention needs to be taken to apply proper voltage to a known input SOP or how to tune voltage to minimize DOP if input SOP is unknown. Unfortunately, anisotropic properties of depolarization of tested samples presented in Figure 4b in this form do not allow to apprehend if high or low value of Add is preferable or not for this device. Therefore, following the method presented in [31] , the 2D map of AvDOP as a function of input SOP parametersα and ε is shown in Figure 5 . Voltage values selected for these plots were taken as minima of linear and circular input SOPs, respectively. The above 2D maps show zones labeled by AvDOP values. Red zones point maxima while blue zones point minima of this parameter. Proper selection of voltage allows to reach minimum DOP for a certain input SOP (Figure 3 ), but the above 2D map allows to access the influence of changes of input SOP on measured DOP. Thus, if the input SOP is linear H as in Figure 5a ,c, for both samples it is necessary to keep SOP linear to be in or close to the DOP global minimum. Input circular polarizations [see Figure 5a ,d] have higher AvDOP and their behavior in both samples is opposite to previous plots. Here minima are close to circular SOPs and changes of input SOP in the linear polarization directions locate maxima around the linear V SOP.
In the next step of the analysis the polar decomposition defined by relations (1) was used to extract information about dichroism and birefringence of the tested PVAN cell. Voltage changes of representative, cumulative parameters for mentioned above effects as diattenuation and retardance [30] are presented in Figure 6 . In the next step of the analysis the polar decomposition defined by relations (1) was used to extract information about dichroism and birefringence of the tested PVAN cell. Voltage changes of representative, cumulative parameters for mentioned above effects as diattenuation and retardance [30] are presented in Figure 6 . Diattenuation presented in Figure 6a calculated basing on MD matrices has very small fluctuations and in this case both tested samples are dichroism free. However, calculated total In the next step of the analysis the polar decomposition defined by relations (1) was used to extract information about dichroism and birefringence of the tested PVAN cell. Voltage changes of representative, cumulative parameters for mentioned above effects as diattenuation and retardance [30] are presented in Figure 6 . Diattenuation presented in Figure 6a calculated basing on MD matrices has very small fluctuations and in this case both tested samples are dichroism free. However, calculated total Diattenuation presented in Figure 6a calculated basing on M D matrices has very small fluctuations and in this case both tested samples are dichroism free. However, calculated total retardance (Figure 6b ) based on matrices M R includes information about cumulative birefringence of the PVAN cell. These calculations prove that depolarization properties of these devices are strongly connected with mean birefringence. Calculated birefringence [30] from retardances of both samples are of 0.116 and 0.111 for thicknesses of 10 µm and 15 µm, respectively and these values fully correspond with data mentioned in Table 1 of the previous paragraph. Spatial and time domain electro-optic characteristics of the tested PVAN cells were characterized based on microphotographs observed under crossed polarizers' configuration of the experimental set-up from Figure 2 and were presented in Figure 7 .
Microscopic textures of a conventional PVAN cell show that in this VAN nematic LC with null pretilt, upon switching by external electric field, the field causes continuous deformations of the LCs' molecules. As result of the conflict between different orientations of the molecules, topological defects are produced. Furthermore, disclinations appear where the local orientation of LC director is undefined. On the other hand, it can be supposed that the domain formation originates from the occurrence due to undefined switching direction of the molecules' director. This domains' behavior is characteristic for the formation of numerous umbilical defects induced by applied electric field to the nematic liquid crystal with negative dielectric anisotropy, confined in cells with homeotropic boundary conditions. In this case only one integer strength type of director field deformations can be formed which are regions where the in-plane component of the director rotates through ± 2π (s = ±1) [32] , resulting in spatial distribution of birefringence in a PVAN cell under voltage action (see Figure 7) . These defects are important in practical applications, such as depolarization of polarized light. Moreover, we have observed that the morphology of such textures changes in time due to umbilical defect annihilation over time where defects of opposite sign and equal strength attract each other and annihilate, thus reduce the number of observed defects with time [33] . Similar results have been observed in our experiment as it is shown in the sequences of Figure 7a to Figure 7b and to Figure 7c for 10 µm thick sample and next Figure 7d -f for 15 µm thick cell. The annihilation dynamics of nematic umbilical defects, induced by electric field application to homeotropically oriented liquid crystal samples of negative dielectric anisotropy, were experimentally investigated in [34] . retardance (Figure 6b ) based on matrices MR includes information about cumulative birefringence of the PVAN cell. These calculations prove that depolarization properties of these devices are strongly connected with mean birefringence. Calculated birefringence [30] from retardances of both samples are of 0.116 and 0.111 for thicknesses of 10 μm and 15 μm, respectively and these values fully correspond with data mentioned in Table 1 of the previous paragraph. Spatial and time domain electro-optic characteristics of the tested PVAN cells were characterized based on microphotographs observed under crossed polarizers' configuration of the experimental set-up from Figure 2 and were presented in Figure 7 .
Microscopic textures of a conventional PVAN cell show that in this VAN nematic LC with null pretilt, upon switching by external electric field, the field causes continuous deformations of the LCs' molecules. As result of the conflict between different orientations of the molecules, topological defects are produced. Furthermore, disclinations appear where the local orientation of LC director is undefined. On the other hand, it can be supposed that the domain formation originates from the occurrence due to undefined switching direction of the molecules' director. This domains' behavior is characteristic for the formation of numerous umbilical defects induced by applied electric field to the nematic liquid crystal with negative dielectric anisotropy, confined in cells with homeotropic boundary conditions. In this case only one integer strength type of director field deformations can be formed which are regions where the in-plane component of the director rotates through ± 2π (s = ± 1) [32] , resulting in spatial distribution of birefringence in a PVAN cell under voltage action (see Figure  7 ). These defects are important in practical applications, such as depolarization of polarized light. Moreover, we have observed that the morphology of such textures changes in time due to umbilical defect annihilation over time where defects of opposite sign and equal strength attract each other and annihilate, thus reduce the number of observed defects with time [33] . Similar results have been observed in our experiment as it is shown in the sequences of Figure 7a to Figure 7b and to Figure 7c for 10 μm thick sample and next Figure 7d -f for 15 μm thick cell. The annihilation dynamics of nematic umbilical defects, induced by electric field application to homeotropically oriented liquid crystal samples of negative dielectric anisotropy, were experimentally investigated in [34] . Figure 8 shows time evolution of the measured DOP at different applied voltages. Since the azimuthal tilting of the LC molecules is not defined, the measurement of DOP in 10 µm and 15 µm cells shows that it takes more than 200 s for the first case and 25s for the second to reach the stable DOP through the reorientation process. Similar results have been observed previously [35] .
To study the light scattering capability of the cells with thickness of 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm, Fourier transform of scattered light has been adopted. This method has been developed as a sensitive one for studying this effect from inhomogeneous and dynamic structures [36] . The samples were illuminated using a parallel beam of He-Ne laser and placed behind the lens at a certain distance from the focal plane. We applied to each sample a voltage corresponding to minimum (DOP); V = 2.65 V, 2.15 V and 2.15 V in the case of 5 µm, 10 µm and 15 µm, respectively. We recorded the images of the scattered beams that are detected by CCD camera placed at Fourier plan after different times' lag detection. Figure 9 shows images of spectral intensities' distributions of the focused beams after switching ON of the cells with voltages corresponding to the DOP minimum. The small angular scattering distribution has been detected in Fourier plane where the beam profile differs from the focused condition in OFF state (Figure 9a,e,i) showing beam spot spreading. As results of a spatial and temporal changes of refractive index distribution due to annihilation of umbilical defects, a spatial reshaping of the beam spreading changes with time. Significant changes of the beam reshaping with time are observed in thicker cells (10 and 15 µm) . However, in a thin cell of 5 µm, no significant changes in light spreading is observed. Correlation of scattering properties of the studied cells with their dynamic change of spatial refractive index distribution, thickness effect and temperature dependence will be a subject of a further study. Figure 8 shows time evolution of the measured DOP at different applied voltages. Since the azimuthal tilting of the LC molecules is not defined, the measurement of DOP in 10 μm and 15 μm cells shows that it takes more than 200 s for the first case and 25s for the second to reach the stable DOP through the reorientation process. Similar results have been observed previously [35] . To study the light scattering capability of the cells with thickness of 5 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm, Fourier transform of scattered light has been adopted. This method has been developed as a sensitive one for studying this effect from inhomogeneous and dynamic structures [36] . The samples were illuminated using a parallel beam of He-Ne laser and placed behind the lens at a certain distance Figure 8 shows time evolution of the measured DOP at different applied voltages. Since the azimuthal tilting of the LC molecules is not defined, the measurement of DOP in 10 μm and 15 μm cells shows that it takes more than 200 s for the first case and 25s for the second to reach the stable DOP through the reorientation process. Similar results have been observed previously [35] . To study the light scattering capability of the cells with thickness of 5 μm, 10 μm and 15 μm, Fourier transform of scattered light has been adopted. This method has been developed as a sensitive one for studying this effect from inhomogeneous and dynamic structures [36] . The samples were illuminated using a parallel beam of He-Ne laser and placed behind the lens at a certain distance 
Conclusions
Depolarization of a monochromatic laser beam based on a pure vertically aligned nematic LC has been proposed. The alignment properties of DNA-based biopolymer were adopted to produce PVAN in order to design a high quality active pseudo-depolarizer. One of electro-optical properties of the tested PVAN cell is the ability to control the DOP level using relatively low voltages. Depolarization level of this device depends strongly on input SOP and generally has the anisotropic character. Polar decomposition method applied to experimental Mueller matrices shows that for tested devices voltage applied to the cell induces birefringence domains in addition the calculated mean values of retardance are at the level of 0.11. This value is in good correspondence with data from the refractometer measurement of the used LC. Furthermore, they are dichroism free. The small angular scattering distribution has been detected at Fourier plane after switching ON of the cells with voltage corresponding to the DOP minimum. As a result, a spatial reshaping of the beam spreading is changing with time due to annihilation of the umbilical defect. 
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